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Thiruvananthapuram, March 21, 2018: Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) on
Wednesday launched a book into space aboard a Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle
(PSLV) C-36 fromÂ .Conformational preferences for the Phe-Phe turn: are they in
accordance with force field approximations? The Phe-Phe turn has been popular
since its discovery. It was included in the list of protein motifs for submission to PDB
as early as 1997, and its popularity as a beta-turn type is still increasing. However,
despite its success, several studies have suggested a problem with the Phe-Phe turn,
particularly in regard to its stability. In this work, the Phe-Phe turn, in both its L and
JK conformations, is rigorously optimized using a fast ab initio method, and the
stability is assessed through the vibrational analysis. The key is that the force fields
used are relatively accurate (AMBER, CHARMM and OPLS) to determine whether the
apparently low-energy stable structures found by ab initio methods are really stable.
Subsequently, the Phe-Phe turn is also evaluated using several popular empirical
force fields to investigate if the structural preferences of the Phe-Phe turn are in
accordance with the existing force fields. The results suggest that the problem is not
due to an inaccurate force field, but rather to the energy evaluations. Therefore, for
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a well-structured polypeptide, the most stable conformation, obtained with no
restraints, is the correct one.1. Field of the Invention The present invention generally
relates to a device for preventing a vehicle steering wheel from coming off of the
steering shaft in the direction of the axis thereof. More specifically, this invention
pertains to a device for preventing a vehicle steering wheel from coming off of a
steering shaft in the direction of the axis thereof by utilizing a creeper to engage the
steering shaft. 2. Description of the Related Art A creeper, which acts as a support
tool for vehicle assembly, has been used for supporting a steering shaft. The creeper
has an engaging means such as a spiral or tape. In an assembly line, the creeper is
arranged along the steering shaft and the creeper is moved to the predetermined
support position where the steering shaft is stopped and the engaged means is
pushed to the outside of a groove of the steering shaft at the support position. When
the creeper
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